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To the Editors

Thought disorders (delusions and conceptual disorganization) are
core positive symptoms of schizophrenia and psychosis. Clinically, it
has been proposed that delusions are generated by incoherent
subjective experiences (Parrott, 2019) which, in turn, prevent the co-
herent synchronization of environmental with self-generated stimuli
(Damiani et al., 2020). The dysconnectivity hypothesis supports this
view (Friston and Frith, 1995), and has been confirmed by solid neuro-
imagingfindings (Dong et al., 2018). In fMRI, local reductions in connec-
tivity linked to schizophrenia symptoms have been operationalized via
Regional Homogeneity (ReHo, measuring correlation between neigh-
bour voxels) (Xu et al., 2015), alterations on the global level of brain ac-
tivity can be measured via GScorr (i.e. the correlation between a single
region's activity and the Global Signal) (Scalabrini et al., 2020b; Zhang
et al., 2020).What remains unclear is howdysconnectivity occurs across
different spatial scales, that is, “cross-scale desynchronization”, as we
say. To test relationship and, specifically, synchronization between
local and global scales in schizophrenia, we investigated local ReHo in
intimate connection to local-to-global brain activity as measured by
GScorr.

Our primary aim was to test whether cross-scale desynchronization
could be quantified by the strength of association of local (ReHo)
with local-to-global (GScorr) connectivity. The guiding question
here was: are the regional changes in ReHo truly independent of
global GScorr changes or, as we hypothesized, are they related to
changes in the brain's global activity? Furthermore, assuming
cross-scale desynchronization as key for psychopathological symp-
toms, we predicted that local-to-global dysconnectivity, rather
than local dysconnectivity (Scalabrini et al., 2020a), would be associ-
ated with thought disorders severity.

We analyzed resting-state scans from two samples including both
healthy neurotypical (TYP) and schizophrenic (SCH) subjects. The first
sample consisted of 18 TYP and 18 SCH from the TMU-ShuangHoHospi-
tal, New Taipei City. The second sample consisted of 51 TYP and 34 SCH
from the Center for Biomedical Research Excellence open-access
dataset, (COBRE: http://fcon_1000.projects.nitrc.org/indi/retro/cobre.
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.schres.2021.02.021
0920-9964/© 2021 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
html). Detailed descriptions of sample characteristics, preprocessing,
main/control analyses and limitations can be found in Supplementary
Materials.

First, we conducted a whole-brain, voxel-wise analysis to identify
regions with different ReHo in SCH versus TYP group. 7 regions showed
differences in both samples, all with reduced ReHo in SCH (FDR-
corrected p=0.05; cluster size>50 voxels) (Fig. 1A). Secondly, we con-
sidered all subjects and measured GScorr for each of the 7 regions.
Right-PreMotor cortex (rPM) and posterior-cingulate (pCC) showed re-
duced GScorr in SCH (Fig. 1B). Thirdly, we measured the correlation of
ReHo and GScorr from the same region to test the interdependence of
local and global activity as a proxy of cross-scale desynchronization.
Again, ReHo and GScorr showed positive correlation in rPM and pCC
(Fig. 1C). Fourth, correlations with symptoms were tested for ReHo
and GScorr in rPM and pCC (Fig. 1D). GScorr, and not ReHo, was signif-
icantly associated to thought disorders severity (as measured by items
P1 and P2 of the Positive and Negative Symptoms Scale) (PANSS Kay
et al., 1989). The analyses have been retested after GS regression to as-
sess the impact of GS on the local and global measures including their
cross-scale dynamics.

The bulk of the novel evidence provided by our study comprises sev-
eral findings: 1) In addition to the local, within-level dysconnectivity
measured by ReHo, a local-to-global dysconnectivity is present (GScorr
reduced in SCH); 2) Local and local-to-global dysconnectivity are asso-
ciated with specific regions (rPM and pCC); 3) The correlation between
ReHo and GScorr as being selective for rPM and pCC carries three major
implications. Cross-scale desynchronization is not due to analysis biases
related to a diffuse effect of the GS; in that scenario the ReHo-GScorr
correlation should have been consistent for all the 7 regions (always
present or always absent). This was not the case, though. The interde-
pendence of local and local-to-global dysconnectivity appears to be
selective for specific cross-scale pathways. This finding supports pre-
vious theories according to which associative areas such as rPM and
pCC may have a deeper interaction with global brain activity (Yang
et al., 2017). 4) As predicted, we found a moderate level of associa-
tion between thought disorders and local-to-global correlation.
5) No GScorr alterations were found after GS regression, whereas
ReHo reductions persisted unchanged. Also, when applying GS
regression, ReHo and GScorr correlated in different regions (left-
SensoryMotor and right-VisuoMotor, see Table S6) while correla-
tions between symptoms and GScorr were canceled (Table S7).
Together, these findings suggest that the global brain activity as op-
erationalized by GS and GScorr carries important neurobiological
and clinical information.

Incoherent experiences such as thought disorders may originate
from failures in integration of information across different scales
which may be put in relation by a “similar processing [which] pertains
to all levels of the hierarchy” (Corlett and Fletcher, 2015). Our findings
are in line with this model. In fact, they point out the presence of a
cross-scale desynchronization within and between hierarchical levels;
confirmation by future studies is needed.
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Fig. 1.A)Regionswith reduced ReHo in both samples. B)Differences between TYP (n=69) and SCH (n=52) for GScorr C)Differences between TYP and SCH for ReHo-GScorr correlation.
D) Correlation between neuronal and clinical measures in SCH group.
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